
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE 
I SAW MY DOCTOR SENATOR TODAY 
BRUCE MOLINELLI, MD PRESIDENT 

I had the honor of attending the American College of Surgeons (ACS) 
Leadership and Advocacy Summit in Washington DC this month where 
the surgical leadership of the ACS discusses their initiatives and goals in 
affecting health policy. This meeting incorporates visits to Congress, 
specifically our House of Representative members and Senators from 
our respective states, allowing us to voice our concerns about the 
current status of the American health care system. We had a scheduled 
time (30 minutes) to meet with our Senators/Representatives and staff 
at their office in the Capitol, plead our cause, exchange information and 
move on with the promise of some follow up correspondence, if ever. 

As we walked the Capitol streets and halls, there were throngs of 
Americans from all corners of our country, doing the same. Quite a slice 
of Americana was evident in these halls from trimmed suits to cowboy 
jeans, from message bearing apparel to American flag raiments. As 
surgeons, our purpose was clear, but our presence was attenuated, and 
the setting further verified it. In this visit, we were simply the medical 
lobbyists, lumped among all the others vying for a moment of attention 
from our over subscribed legislators. We were just another Congress 
person’s office-hour obligation, stumping for our cause. I do say that we 
present well. We were well prepared, well dressed, well spoken, but in 
my opinion , well…. overlooked. 

Let me explain. 

Picture yourself at 2:30 in the afternoon, knowing you have 15 more 
patients to see before you need to get to your scheduled 5:00 PM 
hospital or group practice meeting, patient rounds, or child’s after 
school activity, and each patient has a complaint which is not just real 
to them but needs your attention. They may have a productive cough or 
a swollen knee of which is all-consuming of their very being, but in the 
grand scheme of your day, you still just need to address it quickly 
otherwise all the other can’t-miss sessions you are obligated to attend 
will be in jeopardy. So essentially they get maybe 5 minutes to plead 
their symptoms whereby you’ve already packaged this visit , and 
depending on how complex the matter is, started the diagnostic workup  

(Continued on page 5) 
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The Sunday Time’s book review of March 6 contained an interesting re-
view of a book entitled The Fever of 1721:  The Epidemic That Rev-
olutionized Medicine and American Politics by Stephen Coss.  
The book, as detailed in the review, describes the myriad events associat-
ed with a smallpox epidemic which decimated Boston in 1721.  It was a 
pivotal time in American history when the puritanism of the 1600’s was 
beginning to meld with a growing movement towards independence and 
separation of religion and state.   It also coincided with the emergence of 
the first independent American newspaper by James Franklin 
(Benjamin’s older brother) and the continuing emergence of modern sci-
ence.   In a tale replete with multiple ironies, it was the Rev. 
Cotton Mather who learned from one of his African slaves the West 
African method in which pus from an infected person inserted into 
another would result in a milder form of the disease and confer in most 
cases immunity.   Despite opposition from the political leaders of the 
day, he was able to convince a local physician to perform the 
inoculations and the epidemic abated. 

 This early account of a nascent vaccination program is fascinating in 
that it was pushed by a religious person who presumably rested his faith 
in God, but in a moment of apparent cognitive dissonance was able to 
trust information from Africa conveyed by a slave who had been brought 
to this land by force and then align himself with science via collaboration 
with a physician.    It’s sort of a reverse of the old aphorism: “there are 
no atheists in foxholes” in that a man of religious faith in time of stress 
turns to a different authority.   

This story caused me to meditate a bit on the different “authorities” that 
influence our decisions today.     Of course, our particular history with its 
tradition of free speech and free debate has created a people who are 
naturally suspicious of authority, and indeed healthy skepticism has 
served us well in many respects.    Our free press vigilantly investigates 
the powerful institutions and frequently successfully exposes hypocrisy 
and oppression.   A notable example is the Boston Globe’s investigation 
of the Catholic Church in Boston so memorably recounted in the movie 
Spotlight.   This in general is a good thing, the notion that everyone has 
a voice, that all opinions should be expressed and that each citizen can 
and indeed should “speak to power”.    However, there is a flip side 
which I am reminded of every time I have a long discussion with a skep-
tical parent about vaccinating their children.  In this case, I represent the  
authority.  In today’s internet age, there is a constant din of countervail-
ing opinions and it is usually an uphill struggle.   In addition, we are 
sometimes wrong – medical “truths” often are reversed as more infor-
mation becomes available.   

Our work as physicians per force causes us to meld fact with judgement, 
to assimilate medical knowledge in all its complexity and bring it bear in 
our treatment of our patients.   Doctors today, I think it is fair to say, are 

  q uestioned much more today than ever before.  Gone are the days of  

(Continued on page 11 ) 
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PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE 
I SAW MY DOCTOR SENATOR TODAY 
BRUCE MOLINELLI, MD PRESIDENT 

(Continued from page 1) 

with some remedial testing putting aside a more 
thorough contemplation of their condition for a later 
time. You will get to it and do truly want to care for 
your patient, especially your loyal patient who has 
seen you for years and sends their family and friends 
to you , essentially supporting your practice, but you 
also welcome new patients and want to present 
yourself well. Also picture that you started the day 
already behind in your office hours due to either that 
emergency patient you’ve squeezed in this morning 
or even more likely, your choice to utilize those cher-
ished, pre-office minutes to yourself to catch up on 
yesterday’s chart work.  

So I essentially just described everyday of our work-
ing lives as physicians. (I didn’t go into the catch up 
work after hours at night at home, but that isn’t the 
focus of my story today. )And the more staff we have 
to help us will potentially lessen our inefficiency 
keeping us closer to being on-time and getting in all 
that needs to be done in our overpacked schedule.  

Well the same can be said of our legislators. They 
have staff that keeps them on time-ish. They seem to 
want to hear our woes earnestly-ish. They care more 
if we are from their voting district , whether estab-
lished constituent or new supporters of their cause. 
We have a significant all consuming problem threat-
ening our very being, that we present to them which 
they seem to attentively and dutifully listen and per-
haps even honestly want to understand.  

They thank us for bringing it to their consideration 
and promise to look into it further. Their staff , at all 
levels of authority, from chiefs to interns, diligently 
write notes, exchange business cards and move us 
along so the next visitor can have time with the con-
gressman or congresswoman. I’m sure they have a 
committee meeting they have to get to at 5:00pm or 
give a speech or need to get in the car or catch a 
flight to their home state for more meetings, or pos-
sibly family events. Yes, they will likely hear your 
cause and contemplate it later, or have their staffer 
investigate it further and perhaps even decide on a 
course of action. But will there be change favorably 
to your request-who knows- since that would rely on 
the more onerous workings of the political process 
which is often the black box of policy transformation 

producing a potentially unrecognizable surprise out-
put… if any output is generated at all!  
Were the medical system similar when we order a 
test after seeing the patient, unsure if the result 
would need to be renegotiated or voted down or ig-
nored without any result reported , we would all suf-
fer in a medical system even more broken than it al-
ready is. This would be an unacceptable outcome in 
the field of medicine but appears to be the norm of 
our political structure. ( I’m not addressing or fixing 
that in this month’s newsletter either, so let me 
move on).  

But meeting with our legislators is still important 
and necessary, and rather than us just complaining 
about the status quo, we need to be offering them a 
resolution to the problem which may help direct 
their staff to a more focused research. Thus, just 
stating Medicare is not paying enough and we are 
losing physicians accordingly, is not going to sud-
denly infuse more money into the system— a system 
for which we already have a 31 trillion dollar deficit. 
Extracting more funds from Government treasuries 
to Medicare, which has not had an inflationary hike 
for over 20 years, having remained cost neutral os-
tensibly just carving the fixed funds among various 
specialties differently depending on who’s lobby is 
bigger, is not going to go over well in Congress. A 
budget balance environment is currently the over-
whelming topic in Washington as current speaker of 
the house, Kevin McCarthy, told us surgeons during 
his gracious surprise visit to our convention. In his 
10 minute prepared speech, sandwiched between a 
secret service laced, through-the-kitchen side en-
trance appearance interrupting our schedule, fol-
lowed by a just-as-quick hasty escape via the shiny 
kitchenware apparati, fielding no questions or inter-
actions, we were nonetheless “blessed” to hear his 
three top initiatives which are: balancing the budget 
(a.k.a. absolutely no room for a Medicare 
hike), taking on education and addressing the loom-
ing threat of China. This visitation to us was on the 
same day he came back to Washington from New 
York having promoted his policy of curbing the na-
tional debt to his audience, the NYSE. He also had 
time to comment to us on the incredibly high crime 
rate of that dangerous place, New York City, insinu-
ating the cause being the local DAs soft approach to 
crime. Talk about a busy day! Yet, it is funny how 
those political jabs always seem to still get done.  

But I digress…. 
(Continued on page 9) 

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSdL4oFDxQU_Hb6XuNN8V0njL4WoyMiweEUvGw8ynMGvGnZiXA/viewform
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STOP THE TRAIN 

Elliot Barsh, MD 

“I don’t believe in miracles, but I do believe 
in the miraculous.” -Alan Lightman 

Hi everyone.  

I hope our column finds you well. 

We know what we know, what we see, what we do, 
but do we know what is true? 

Walking may be one way for us to see what is true. 

We start a walk thinking about ourselves walking. 
We think about the distance and time. Maybe even 
think about what we are going to do when we are 
done. 

This quickly changes. 

As we walk we become aware our body. How our 
legs are working, and how our lungs are breathing 
somewhat harder and faster. 

We sense the earth beneath our feet and all 
around us. The slope of the ground, the sound of 
our steps, the breeze and temperature. 

Our mind opens and is filled with thoughts, imag-
es, and ideas that take on a life of their own. 

Past, present, and future all become now. 

Our thoughts and feelings are released from the 
hold we have on them. 

For a moment, we are inside out 

As Alan Lightman would say, we feel 
our “profound connectedness to all living 
things." 

Part of what is here and now 

Part of what is true! 

Quite a trip! 

Be safe. 

E 

Whatever the Problem, It’s Probably Solved 
by Walking 
A walk begins to carve out space between my 
thoughts that allows clarity to rise up through my 
shoes. 

“…even in a material universe, we are connected 
to all things future and past.” 

The Transcendent Brain 

Humans are evolutionarily drawn to beauty. How 
do such complex experiences emerge from a collec-
tion of atoms and molecules?  

“If we can see ourselves as where we are now, in-
stead of who we are, we will see that even as we 
age, we are always here, it is always now, and we 
never disappear." 

There’s No Road Map for an Aging Lesbian 

Where is the script for growing gray and staying 
gay? 

Maria Popova says that a flower is "a ravishing 
system of aliveness-a silent symphony of intercon-
nected resilience.”   

We are also a symphony, as ravishing, alive, and 
resilient as a flower! 

BLOOM  
by Emily Dickinson 

Bloom — is Result — to meet a Flower 
And casually glance 
Would cause one scarcely to suspect 
The minor Circumstance 
Assisting in the Bright Affair 
So intricately done 
Then offered as a Butterfly 
To the Meridian — 
To pack the Bud — oppose the Worm — 
Obtain its right of Dew — 
Adjust the Heat — elude the Wind — 
Escape the prowling Bee 
Great Nature not to disappoint 
Awaiting Her that Day — 
To be a Flower, is profound 
Responsibility — 

᠅ 

Articles published in the Westchester Physician  rep-
resent the opinions of the author and do not    neces-
sarily reflect the official policy of the Westchester 
County  Medical Society or the Westchester  Academy 
of Medicine.  This publication, or any part thereof, 
may not be reproduced without the express, written 
permission of the WCMS.  Publication of an advertise-
ment is not to be considered an endorsement or ap-
proval of the product or service by the WCMS or the 
Academy, except where indicated. The WCMS re-
serves the right to accept or reject any advertising in 
this  publication. 

https://www.nytimes.com/2023/03/25/opinion/walking-hiking-spring.html?smid=em-share
https://www.theatlantic.com/science/archive/2022/12/how-the-human-brain-is-wired-for-beauty/672291/?utm_source=email&utm_medium=social&utm_campaign=share
https://www.theatlantic.com/science/archive/2022/12/how-the-human-brain-is-wired-for-beauty/672291/?utm_source=email&utm_medium=social&utm_campaign=share
https://nam11.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.nytimes.com%2F2023%2F04%2F08%2Fopinion%2Faging-queerness.html%3Funlocked_article_code%3D614CApiJcfUpQx7e4m8lhCVD9WAewRTtjYq9dysbG55rnnBpU-EF1XSwUX4f_LqdPUibD_-4E6dljTCwMXAytPk5rs-8B0l_5NlrV03L9AIyMRr7_N5CKFP2_xkNJVAXDPvVfhVX8QnytnZLTp9kVrvB6jY2Cgr5oVZSSZ8pw26lP2x-QUQg8hKsR39-9ZyquQmxKqYqzc9122RClXc-FiB_GQ4u4UVM-K3AzphkESC4E-iqrOb4x7MOliGfEkZY_vf-S04EQhnDg7wYabQEYTQ0fiCVP23Xxbx_K4fDguSl9xso4KcGKqO1Sv7v27MRs5IBfWnhsnOH%26smid%3Dem-share&data=05%7C01%7Cebarsh%40caremount.com%7Ccb50894d37b049d688f908db39277379%7C85f46a4d265f41b9aaefc494b7617e7f%7C0%7C0%7C638166613823268361%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=BOv84u74fWrzwzQaT7m9HkfXGPb8tdK09gxzCWLmkBg%3D&reserved=0
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I SAW MY DOCTOR SENATOR TODAY 
BRUCE MOLINELLI, MD PRESIDENT
(Continued from page 5)  

᠅ 

So we sat in our Senator’s office, without a sense of 
any real change in sight, but an understanding that if 
we do not present ourselves at all, our medical pro-
fession would be even more helpless than we already 
are. Every other group is lobbying their cause- so 
perhaps we all cancel each other out. So how can we 
be different and get noticed? The meaningful answer 
is presenting the solution. The message should read. 
“We need more money and here is how it can be af-
fordable.” But there is a more realistic answer as 
well. Money!  

I applaud the ACS for using the meaningful strategy 
and being proactive in presenting science based solu-
tions to the health care system — a system which has 
now converted to a value based payment model, hav-
ing moved further away from fee for service. Prove 
your quality and you will get paid. But it is the gov-
ernment that we ultimately need to legislate these 
changes. So let’s suggest (tell them) how.  
How to tell them how?  

Well that’s the realistic answer of money. As a start, 
to actually move the needle on this initiative and be 
heard , and to get paid fairly which ultimately may 
protect our viability for providing care, we unfortu-
nately have to pay out ourselves. This comes in the 
necessary but painful form of financially contrib-
uting to your local PAC (MSSNY PAC, specialty PAC, 
AMA PAC,.. you name it , there are packs of PACS 
promoting your cause and in so doing, need your 
funds.)  

Yes! Painful…… but necessary…… 

This is the oil to the wheel of commerce in the indus-
try we call “Government.” The rub lies there. It was 
noted at our surgical summit meeting, that if even 
just 10% of the membership of the American College 
of Surgeons donated $250/yr to their PAC, it would 
be the largest lobby war chest surpassing even the 
trial lawyers lobby. Do you think we would have had 
MORE THAN 30 minutes with our Senators were 
that the case? Just saying….. 

(Also as shocking is that the American Dental Associ-
ation lobby is one of the most funded PACS. Can’t we 

physicians do as well as the dentists?) 

So rather than this missive being just a long letter 
ultimately asking for money (which, by the way, is 
the first and main step for those interested in run-
ning for office), I would emphasize that we physi-
cians are built differently. We use science, experi-
ence, introspection and honesty to support our altru-
istic goals as physicians to care for our patients. We 
are passionate and rewarded multifold for the good 
service we provide. But make no mistake that the 
surrounding circles that govern our inner circle of 
the medical profession is government, which an-
swers to a different set of tenets.  

So my takeaway from the interactions with members 
of congress on that weekend, in their busy office 
hours, with limited time to converse, was the mes-
sage clearly denoted, which is :  

“It’s not just the money….. it’s only the mon-
ey.” 

Stay well, and support your PAC. 
᠅ 
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 FROM THE EDITOR… 

PERSUASION

PETER ACKER, MD 
(Continued from page 2) 

“doctor knows best”.   This is not always a bad thing 
– the trick is to respond openly and to be willing to
consider other ideas, yet still strongly advocate for
the course that our knowledge and judgement take
us.

One of our most potent weapons is persuasion – to 
engage the patient in a human way and try to direct 
them.  I recently did a check up on a 6 month old, 
one of the most routine and prosaic of tasks for a 
pediatrician.     My interaction with the mother hit 
that typical speedbump – my advice to immunize 
the baby against flu was met with a skeptical shrug 
and a murmured “I don’t think so.”    I spent the 
next 15 minutes, probably more than I would usually 
devote because my experience with vaccine deniers 
is that their views are virtually impregnable, but it 
was my last patient of the morning and I was feeling 
unrushed.    I presented my arguments and included 

some of the emotional underpinnings that cause 
parents to hesitate.  It was friendly discussion and 
after some back and forth, we finally agreed to disa-
gree and I left the room.   Ten minutes later, I was 
standing at a computer terminal writing my notes 
when the mother approached me.  “Doctor, I 
changed my mind – the nurse just gave him his flu 
shot.  Thank you so much for your time.”    It is mo-
ments like this that cause me to never rue my deci-
sion to go into pediatrics. 

᠅ 

Articles published in the Westchester Physician  repre-
sent the opinions of the author and do not    necessarily 
reflect the official policy of the Westchester County  
Medical Society or the Westchester  Academy of Medi-
cine.  This publication, or any part thereof, may not be 
reproduced without the express, written permission of 
the WCMS.  Publication of an advertisement is not to 
be considered an endorsement or approval of the prod-
uct or service by the WCMS or the Academy, except 
where indicated. The WCMS reserves the right to ac-
cept or reject any advertising in this  publication. 
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